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イオン電解質内に薄い電気2重層を持った粒子が分散した系について考えるo 位置Tにおける

粒子表面のゼータ電位が((r)となるときに、すべり速度ザ =-E((r)jηE(r)を考えた結果を述

べるo ここで、 E，η，E(r)は溶媒の誘電率、粘度、電場であるo

1 Theory 

Electrophoresis simulation for the arbitrary shaped and charged particle with thin electric double 

layer is presented. The particle is dispersed in Newtonian fluid with viscosity ηand permittivity 

E. The surface of the particle has non-uniform zeta potential distribution鎚 ((r)where r is the 

position on the particle surface. The velocity v( r) on the particle with linear velocity V and 

angular velocity n under external electric field E is expressed as 

((r) 
り(r)= V + n x (r -rc)一-rE(T) (1) 

where rc is the ce凶 erof the particle and E(r) is the local electric field on the position r. Since 

the physics of the electric effect is imposed in the above equation， the following Stokes and 

Poisson equations are solved only， 

ηV2v -Vp = 0， V2φ =0 (2) 

where v， p and ゆarethe velocity， pressure and electric potential respectively. The boundary 

condition of the electric field on the particle is Vφ. n = 0 where n is the normal of the particle 

since we consider the non-conducting particle. This condition says the electric field E( r) in 

equation (1) is tangential component of the particle surface. 

The results of computational simulation using boundary element method are shown in next 

section. 
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Results 2 

The particle under 

gravity field produces 

the flow denoted 

by Oseen tensor 

Fig.2. The order is鎚

O(α/r). 

as 

The flows of electrophoresis and sedimentation are compared. 
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The uniform charged 

particle under exter信

nal electric field prか

duces the dipole ve-
locity field as Fig.l. 

The flow is expressed 日考資"...".-~三主主三
as 0((α/r)3). 

Fig. 2: Oseen flow Fig. 1: Dipolar flow 

N ext the zeta potential of the spherical particle is expanded as spherical harmonics function 

using monopole M， dipole D and quadrupole Q as 

C(T)zM+3D n(T)+;n(T)Q n(T) (3) 

When M = 0， D = ez and Q =向島十 eyey-2ezez， the electric mobility is depend on the 

strength of the electric field as shown in Fig.3. 

The uniform charged spheres in the vincinity of the wall come near each other as shown in 

On the other The electric field is applied to the normal direction of the wall normal. Fig.4. 

hand， in the sedimentation， the particles move away as shown in Fig.5. 
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Fig. 5: Two particles near a 
wall under gravity field 
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Fig. 4: Two particles near a 

wall under electric field 
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Fig. 3: Mobilityof non-
uniform charged particle 

function of electric as a 

field 
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